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DOUBLE TABLE WHEELS
(NORWEGIAN-STYLE)

Numbered photographs can be seen
in larger colour versions on the
accompanying CD-ROM
Bartlett
Ken Bartlett of Christchurch, a professional
restorer of antiques, began to make wheels
in the Norwegian style in 1963. The one in
photograph 4-1 is inscribed underneath in
pokerwork “Handmade by Kenneth Bartlett
Christchurch NZ May 1970.” The turning
and the shape of the small treadle are almost
identical to those of a Husfliden wheel from
Norway.

4-1 Bartlett wheel dated 1970

4-2 Husfliden wheel from Bergen, Norway
(back) and Bartlett wheel (front).
Later he adapted the style to please his New
Zealand customers, making several changes
including slightly more robust construction
and a larger treadle that can be used with
two feet. In all he made well over 100
wheels before his retirement in about 1989.
He generally tried to keep to the types of
wood used in Scandinavian wheels (pine
and birch) and found the best equivalents
were imported Douglas fir and New Zealand
silver beech. From the early 1970s he also
made looms.

4-3 Another Bartlett, 1979
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Beauchamp
This wheel was bought from the maker,
John Beauchamp, before 1979. Unusually
for a double table wheel, it has Scotch
tension and no facility for double drive.
See chapter 5 on John Beauchamp.
Chapman-Taylor
Architect-craftsman
James
Walter
Chapman-Taylor’s houses and furniture are
well known, but not so his “Lady Liverpool”
spinning wheels, made during World War 1.
Until recently two old photographs were the
only clue to their appearance: they show a
double table wheel of distinctive shape, with
an elaborately turned treadle bar and an
unusual rounded table. A cord or wire across
the maiden tips serves to anchor a Scotch
tension brake.

4-4 Beauchamp double table wheel

4-5 Old photograph of a Chapman-Taylor
wheel

4-6 Chapman-Taylor wheel
A wheel formerly belonging to Mary Moore,
one of the founders of the NZ Woolcrafts
Society, has now been recognised as by
Chapman-Taylor. It is made of jarrah, a
heavy, hard Australian wood which was
Chapman-Taylor's favourite, and close
examination reveals the adze marks typical
of his work.
4-7 Detail of Chapman-Taylor

See chapter 5 on Chapman-Taylor.
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Colthart
James Colthart’s double table wheels can be
difficult to distinguish from those by
Rudhall or Wing, but characteristically
Colthart’s have little brass knobs on the tips
of the maidens and the wheel support posts.
The two shown here also have brass
bindings on the ends of the horizontals – the
treadle bar, the pieces that run between the
upper table and the wheel posts, and even
the flyer tips.
The wheel in photograph 4-8 is Picardy
style, with the flyer assembly in front of the
front maiden and only the whorl between the
maidens. The little ring in the centre of the
flyer is the end of a pin which is pulled to
release the flyer from the spindle.

4-8 Colthart wheel

Colthart’s
double
table
wheels vary: for
example in the
number of posts
supporting the
upper
table.
Some
are
Scotch tension
and some are
double drive.

4-9 (left) Detail of another Colthart, made
in 1972, showing brass knobs and brass
bindings on the flyer tips

See chapter 5 on
Colthart, Rudhall and Wing.
Gibson
Joe Gibson of Seatoun, Wellington, made a
variety of wheels. This double table wheel is
made mostly of rimu, and stamped under the
table “No 34 JWG 76”. His characteristic
turned thistles can be clearly seen at the tops
of the maidens and the wheel support posts,
and the treadle as usual has a little ledge at
the front.
See chapter 5 on Gibson, and chapters 2 and
3 on his Saxony and upright wheels.
Lady Liverpool
See Chapman-Taylor, above.

4-10 Joe Gibson wheel
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Mecchia
Waikato Turnery of Frankton, near
Hamilton, made this wheel, Large Mecchia,
as well as a smaller Saxony-style wheel and
a few upright wheels (see chapters 2 and 3).
On all Mecchia wheels, the tips of the
maidens are also the handles of orifice
hooks.
4-11 (left) Large
Mecchia wheel
4-12 (right) Detail of
another Large
Mecchia
Like their Saxony
wheel, the double
table wheel has a
distinctive
bobbinholder under the
wheel
(sometimes
missing)
and
an
elaborate left leg.
Unusually
for
a
double table wheel,
the tables are sloping.
Mitzi
These graceful wheels by John Rappard of
Dunedin were named after his wife. The
drive wheel is constructed of no less than 12
felloes (segments). Like Rappard Saxony
wheels (chapter 2) they have a carved image
on the treadle, said to be different on each
wheel. The first one shown has a tulip, the
second what may be a hyacinth.
4-13 (above) Mitzi wheel
4-14 Another Mitzi
Mitzi does not appear in Rappard catalogues
until after 1981. In 1986 it cost $380.
See chapter 5 on Rappard.

Rees
See Woodcraft Industries, below.
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Rudhall
Reg Rudhall was a Christchurch maker in
the 1960s. His wheels (like those of
Colthart, above) often have copper or brass
binding at the ends of the treadle bar and the
horizontals from the upper table where they
join the wheel post.

Brass bindings on a Rudhall
4-15 Rudhall wheel
The wheel in photograph 4-16 is securely
attributed to Rudhall, as it was passed down
in his family, but has no metal bindings, as
well as different turnings from some other
Rudhall wheels.
Like most (but not all) Rudhall wheels, the
ones shown here have a fancy-shaped
treadle.
See chapter 5 on Colthart, Rudhall and
Wing.
4-16 Another Rudhall
Tyler
Charles Tyler of Korokoro near Wellington
had at least two double table designs among
the eight basic ones he made: this particular
model can be distinguished by the oddshaped upper table with its projecting turned
support for the front maiden, though each
individual wheel is slightly different. This
wheel’s name is “Ariana” and it was made
in 1970. He also made Saxony and upright
wheels (chapters 2 and 3).
See chapter 5 on Charles Tyler.

4-17 Tyler wheel “Ariana”
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Wing
Sidney Wing of Redcliffs, Christchurch,
made double table wheels as well as a
popular little upright (chapter 3). The
bamboo-like turning of the legs is typical of
Wing wheels, though not invariable.
A little metal flap is lifted to allow the back
end of the spindle to slide backwards, so that
the flyer can be removed for bobbin
changing.
See chapter 5 on Colthart, Rudhall and
Wing.
4-18 Wing wheel

4-19 Wing detail, showing the latch securing
the spindle

Woodcraft Industries
This small company was run by Harry Rees
at Spring Grove, Wakefield (near Nelson).
A skilled wood turner, he said he liked to
make things that were useful and not just
pretty. In the 1970s he made a number of
these, based on an English Dryad wheel.
This wheel, in pine, would have cost $250,
and the mahogany version was $350.
Rees also made an upright, called Adam
(chapter 3). All his wheels have a distinctive
turned ball in the centre of each leg. Some
of the later ones have a brass flyer with slots
instead of hooks.
4-20 Woodcraft Industries (Rees) wheel
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